The Global Data Recovery Leader

Ontrack is the data recovery and data destruction business of KLDiscovery, a global provider of ediscovery, information governance, and data recovery solutions. With cleanroom facilities worldwide and engineering expertise in every major global region, you can count on Ontrack for all your data recovery, restoration, and destruction needs.

Experience that matters.

We understand the impact of losing data – whether you’re an individual or a business – we have truly seen it all. From every day accidents to natural disasters – we’ve recovered data from the most extreme situations. Our mission is to deliver peace of mind through a successful and outstanding customer experience.

Around the globe. Across the street.

Ontrack is a global leader with the ability to serve global customers through strong international reach and data recovery expertise.

Pioneers and innovators.

Ontrack has developed hundreds of proprietary solutions over the past 30 years to recover data from tapes, hard drives, solid state drives, flash media, mobile devices, virtual environments, operating systems, and a myriad of other storage devices.

Exceptional Service.

We serve our customers through in-lab, remote, and do-it-yourself capabilities that meet the direct need of consumers, businesses, and the enterprise.

With world-renowned experts and an unmatched breadth and depth of global solutions, Ontrack is your trusted data recovery partner.
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43 offices in 19 countries
14 data recovery labs
13 data centers
Mobile ediscovery

Ediscovery Case Managment
Data Center
Document Review
Computer Forensic Lab
Data Recovery Services
Tape Lab
Pioneers and Innovators with Experience that Matters

With world-renowned experts and an unmatched breadth and depth of global solutions, we are your trusted data recovery partner.

- **Data Recovery**  
  Recovering your data is our top priority. No recovery is too small or too big for the most experienced data recovery team in the industry.

- **Data Destruction**  
  We can help you securely manage your end-of-life data with our comprehensive data destruction services tailored to meet your needs.

- **Email Extraction**  
  From recovering email from tape to servers – or a DIY solution – we offer professional email recovery services for consumers and businesses alike.

- **Tape Services**  
  No tape recovery is too large or complex. Let our experts save you time on recovering data from tape so you can do more important tasks.

- **Erasure Verification Services**  
  Submit your erased drives to our data recovery specialists to make sure they are completely free of remaining data. Gain client confidence by providing a third-party verified data destruction process.

- **Hardware Erasure Solutions**  
  Prepare hard drives, tapes, and other magnetized media for recycling by utilizing the most powerful erasure solutions on the market.

- **Ontrack® PowerControls™**  
  Ontrack PowerControls software allows users to search, recover, and granularly restore data from Microsoft® environments – Office 365 email, Exchange, SharePoint, and SQL.

- **Ontrack® EasyRecovery™**  
  Ontrack EasyRecovery is a complete, do-it-yourself data recovery software for consumers and SMBs, ready to retrieve missing files with ease. Not only does it recover data, it also protects and erases, making it an all-inclusive data software suite.

- **Data Erasure**  
  Secure, reliable, and comprehensive solutions—powered by Blancco software—to erase and dispose of end-of-life data.